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Make mine a double 

When Derek Smith sent me the photo on the front cover, I 

was gob smacked. I knew that bats occasionally gave 

birth to twins, but I really hadn’t taken on board just how 

daunting that would be. 

Derek was called out to a grounded bat that had been 

attacked by the cat and was in the process of giving birth. 

You can see the umbilical cord in the photo on the cover. 

Mum had not been badly injured and made a good 

recovery. The picture on this page was taken a week later. 

Derek said she was doing well but was having some 

problems with climbing into the mealworm bowl, 

The juveniles grew very slowly and in the end Derek took 

the decision to release mum and hand rear the bats “ 

By 1st Aug (7 weeks old) they had the look of 2 week olds. The 

fur was very short, no teeth had come through and they were 

still very small” said Derek “Mum had by this time fully 

recovered from the cat attack and could fly very well. Had she 

had no babies she would have been released long before. I 

agonised over what to do and decided that there was no value in 

keeping her any longer so I let her go on 1st Aug and hand 

reared the twins using goats' milk. To my surprise they did 

very well and got properly furry and toothy in quite a short 

time. They still look small (though their forearm lengths are 

now within normal range: 28.4 and 29.5). They are only just 

beginning to self feed on mini size mealworms”.  

It does make you wonder how whether any bat could fly 

with both of them. 

Coincidentally Keith Barker of the Herts and Middlesex 

group e was given a bat at the end of May which had 

been brought to a vet with minor injuries. He tried three 

times to release her but she was too heavy to fly (6.g). A 

few days later she weighed 8g and then gave birth. 

Once again she has been a very attentive mother and her 

pups have grown quickly Keith wrote me this account: 

 

“I am pleased to say my three were a success. Both babies 

grew at an alarming rate and after about three weeks were 

nearly the size of mum, she was very caring and protective 

towards her two. She continued to feed both juveniles right up 

to the point of release, albeit on a reduced scale towards the end. 

I expected to have problems with one or other being favoured 

when it came to feeds, but mum was fantastic. The poor bat 

would try to hang up away from the two for a rest, but then get 

barged from the rear by a high speed baby; mum hoisted into 

the air by the baby going for another feed. I did keep up a 

constant supply of food treated with calcium and vitamin D 

powder. Mum, after about three weeks, started to spread 

mealworms all over the box. She hadn't done this early on, but 

I soon found out why. She manoeuvred the juveniles towards 

the freed mealworms and pushed them towards their faces, but 

did not pick them up. One evening I went to feed the three and 

found both juveniles in the food dish helping themselves to the 

leftovers. That was a pleasing phase so far as I was concerned. 

Very soon after, both the young bats became quite snappy. They 

didn't bite but became very vocal and opened their mouth in 

display. 

 

The bats were placed in my mesh tent, in the garden, most 

evenings for exercise. The young bats started flying 

immediately; mum just rested initially, being totally knackered 

at this point. It was great to watch their learning antics, the 

stalls, twists, turns and spins. Their flight became faster and 

more confident each evening. I didn't want to hold on to them 

for too long, to avoid them reaching a stage where mum would 

just go off and leave them without giving them any further "in 

the field" training. 

I transferred the three into a flight release box to get them 

accustomed to the new home. I then picked a settled evening 

and took them in their flight release box to the site near where 

the female was found. I fixed the box to a tree, waited for about 

an hour for them to settle down and then removed the cloth 

plug placed in the access slot. I waited for them to emerge. I 

waited, and waited, and waited. The little beasts didn't leave. 

About three hours after they were due to come out I decided to 

call it a night. I returned early the next morning to check the 

box and to place a few mealworms in the box as a backup, and 

found that they had vacated the box.  

I went back over the next three days to check the mealworms 

but none had been consumed. I would like to believe that they 

went off and have survived; they had a good start, being well 

fed, fit and healthy. 

 

The release box I used had a shelf on one side to take a tray of 

mealworms, and was shaped like a part folded book, similar to 

an inverted vee.  
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Keith Barker’s twins Photo Keith Barker 

The following week I received a helpline call to collect a 

grounded bat found outside a double glazing shop, a short 

distance from the wood where the Pips were released. I arrived 

at the shop, in a busy shopping high street, and was taken to a 

huge cardboard box, some 18 inches square and 36 inches high. 

In the corner was a minute bat. I hoped it wasn't one of my 

pips. I stuck my hand in and picked it up. The first thing that 

occurred to me was....this bat feels very heavy for a 

pip.............then I saw its huge feet. The bat was quickly placed 

in the cloth I was holding in the other hand. Yes, it was a 

Daubenton's. Surprise and a relief at the same time. What was 

a Daubenton's doing so far away from its natural habitat in a 

busy high street? I can only guess that the bat somehow found 

its way into packing whilst the fitters were on a job; but there 

again, why would a Daubenton's bat be anywhere near a 

window fitters van. Very strange. 

 

The long and short of it was, the bat was taken to the woods 

where my pips were released (there is a large lido on the edge of 

the wood) after it had been checked over and retained for a 

couple of days. As I released the bat it shot off in the direction of 

the lido....did it know the area? It was also immediately joined 

by another bat as it was released. No other bats were around to 

my knowledge before the bat was released. 

 

The last interesting thing which occurred during my Pip flight 

training sessions was how other bats in the area came in to 

investigate. Where I live we have never seen any bats or 

recorded any bats over our garden, and I have lived here for 30 

odd years. As soon the bats were placed in the flight tent, I was 

aware of other echolocations. Bats just appeared out of nowhere 

and came down over the tent to within 18 inches or so of the 

top. This had occurred on previous occasions, each time the 

flight tent was used. I have the perfect sonic lure for Pips. 

It was something I dread happening with any female bat 

coming into care during the season but I must say it was an 

absolute pleasure and a wonderful experience. I am pleased that 

it came to a successful conclusion. 

 

How common are multiple births? 

 James  Aegerter posed this question on UK bats as there 

seemed to be very little evidence of twin births in the UK. 

This is hardly surprising as anyone who has watched bats 

emerge from a roost can tell you. “We see x pregnant 

females go into a roost and y juveniles flying at the 

end of summer. So we usually disentangle litter 

size/births with in roost pup mortality (which would 

be a really important thing to be able to do for all 

sorts of issues)”. 

Of course looking at twin frequency in bats in care is 

a biased sample  ( because a mother carrying twin 

foetuses may be more likely to be grounded), but it 

could be a good starting point and is another 

example of the importance of the records kept 

centrally by bat carer Maggie Brown. 

Keith Barker has been looking after bats for 25 

years, takes in about 10 pips a year, 4 of whom give 

birth, that’s about 100 births of which only one has 

been twins. 

According to James  “Whilst the current suggestion 

is  an increasing twin rate with decreasing latitude, 

previous theories have been different (e.g. the 

reportedly high twin rate in pips in Scotland/more 

twins in Russia  ( an often quoted study from 

Azerbaijan quote a twining rate of 80%) where the 

winters are harsh They can't both be right! The high 

productivity at high latitudes is something common 

in insectivorous birds but for a basket of reasons I 

don't think translates well to bats - and anyway we 

don't seem to see any increase in the twinning rate 

for bats in Britain in any case - it just seems to be 

one of those ideas that re-circulates into myth and 

then fact.” 

My attempts to track down information online were 

fruitless, other than to establish that twin births are 

“relatively common” in Noctules – and once again 

there was a frustrating lack of hard data. 

 

 
Talking to Caro Mousy about this she said she had                                 


